Endovascular surgery as a bridge solution for selected vascular emergencies.
Vascular emergencies patients present with several problems requiring immediate sufficient evaluation of the situation and intervention in order to save life, limb, or a serious health injury. Endovascular surgery may be very useful as bridging technique in order to obtain immediate bleeding control. Additionally, a remarkable number of patients has poor general health conditions and is unfit for open repair. The surgical solution would be invasive and prohibitive for this high-risk patient's subgroup. Endovascular techniques play an important role in the management of vascular emergencies. They allow treatment to be rapidly coupled with diagnosis, especially beneficial parameter for traumatic injuries. In particular, embolization is a well-established technique for hemostasis and is preferable when intervention for bleeding pelvic fractures is necessary. Additionally, in case of significant tissue destruction and contamination in the vicinity of the injury vascular access by endovascular techniques may be advantageous. Finally, endovascular balloon occlusion for vascular control may be used as an adjunct to surgery when conventional exposure is technically challenging and hazardous. The objectives of this review article are to highlight the utility of endovascular surgery in vascular emergencies and to compare current treatment options of urgent clinical entities, based on the literature.